Ring Master Bowl
with no mounting hole.
How to make a Ring Master bowl without a
plugged hole in the bottom of the bowl using a
lathe mounted Ring Master.
By Tom Hipsak

Squaring the Ring
Master to the lathe
bed.
The first requirement of using a
lathe mounted Ring Master is to
square the Ring Master to the lathe
bed. The owners manual provides
instructions on using a combination
square to make this alignment.
Another option is to use a plastic
speed square. Cut away the corner
of the speed square to clear the
Ring Master mounting flanges.
Align the full length of the Ring
Master to the speed square and
center on the bowl material.

Spacing
Depending on your head
stock; you may have to
use a headstock
extension or headstock
spindle adapters to space
your chuck far enough
away from the headstock
to provide for necessary
Ring Master mounting
clearances.

Mounting a blank with no hole.
Using a Forstner bit; drill a shallow
hole to fit the jaws of your lathe chuck
in expansion mode.

Mount the the bowl blank to the chuck.

Cut the bowl rings at the angle specified for your
material thickness or desired final shape.
Before removing the base of the bowl; you will need to
decide how you want to hold your bowl for final
turning on a wood lathe.

You can drill another mortis or add a glue block to the
bottom of the bowl. After the glue block has dried;
true up the glue block before mounting it in your four
jaw chuck.

Finish turning the bowl.
Once the bowl rings have been glued up; it
can be mounted to your four jaw chuck.

Depending on your bowl turning skills;
usually both the outside and inside of the
bowl can be turned when mounted to the
chuck.

Turning the inside of
the bowl.
When turning the inside of the bowl; the
mounting mortis that was drilled earlier to
mount the blank on a four jaw chuck can
now be turned away leaving the bottom of
your bowl with a nice transition from the side
of the bowl to the center bottom of the bowl.
Planning is required to make sure your rings
are cut to give you the bowl’s finished wall
thickness desired. If you want a gentle curve
to your bowl sides; you may need to cut rings
from two or more blanks.

Removing the glue block.
The glue block can be removed by reversing the bowl
using a jam chuck and tailstock or by mounting the
bowl in a set of cole jaws.

Glue block removed. A shallow recess
was turned on the bottom of the bowl.

Finished Bowl With No Hole

